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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
To start, I would like to say thank you to a number of people: Dr. Sarah Sandman, for
her dedication to this magazine and for being my invaluable advisor in the process of
putting together this issue of Confluence, the Editorial Board, who assisted me in the
submissions process greatly and for them believing in and dedicating their time and
effort to making this issue what it is, and to every single person who submitted their
work. Thank you, without all of you, this would not be possible.
I’ve admired the previous editors and Confluence as a whole for as long as I’ve been a
student at PFW—for a little over four years, now. That being said, it’s been my wish
to be the editor of the magazine with such a long-standing history at PFW ever since I
learned of its existence when I was an 18-year-old freshman in college. As soon as I
learned that I would be the editor for the Fall 2019 issue of Confluence, I made the
resolve to work to make this issue not only something that I could be proud of as
editor, but something that our university and magazine contributors could be proud
of, as well. Not only is Confluence the first magazine I’ve edited, but it is also the first
magazine that published my poetry several years ago.
The fall 2019 issue of Confluence did not have a set theme, but in the careful selection
of pieces, I discovered that many contributors submitted work that spoke to creation
coming straight from compartmentalization, disconnection, and even destruction. In
other words, when we begin to fall apart, we have a chance to build ourselves again,
into something else, even if it’s just a different version of ourselves. Or, as art
contributor Michael Collins’ art “Scum” so succinctly says in a transcription at the
bottom: “Burn me down and I will start again.”
In many ways, we do this when we make art. And as life imitates art, I would feel
inclined to say that this is what life is about, too. There is some truly incredible work
in this issue, and I feel privileged and honored that I had the opportunity to read and
view all of it.
All of this work was made by Fort Wayne creatives, and I hope you come away from
this issue feeling transformed by their work. I know I do.
Thank you for reading.
-Hallie Nowak, Editor
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A Loose Translation of a Bird’s Wing
after Sappho’s Fragment No. 31
Sarah Rusher
In my lover’s loose translation of a bird’s wing, something like living occurs.
It begins again as a parable told for the first time.
She is a book
in which foreign birds come and go, their adjectives burdening each instance
of arrival. In a pomelo tree beneath a window, yellow birds of the yellow color sing
before a half-empty library. When asked to define the word eros, she avoids
referring to colors: neither the rich pink orange of salmon flesh, nor the soft
electric green of a macaw. The ashen strips of her dress offset the appearance
of red objects: fire, coral, and the cinnabar that bleeds its ink into the creases
of her palms. In time, each color will appear at the border between light
and dark, with or without their objects. A loose translation of a [missing] wing
stumbles from the mouth of a river under a canopy of trees as thick as cordwood.
She whispers the word nostrum in a tone no one can hear. Belief, she will later say,
is a line between hunger and animal, or lime and lime-colored fruit.
Nothing,
she will say, is green, or as green, and nothing is greener.
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THE BIRDS
Ian Summers

10
Ian Summers

chrysalis.mp4
David Jones
There’s a video trending on YouTube of a woman standing on the front porch of
Munchhausen’s General Store and Pizzeria, leaning with her back against the wood railing. She pulls
out a crumpled pack of Pell-Malls and a Bic from the interior pocket of her leather jacket, lights up
her smoke, takes a long drag, then exhales. There is a contemplative expression on her face as she
watches the smoke dissipate overhead. Then, without warning, she begins speaking:
“If you head west on Route 12, you might happen across an old dirt road located roughly a mile
past the Miller’s farm; the one with the cow painted on the side of the barn. This road isn’t listed on
any map and, more likely than not, won’t even be there – it’s finicky at best, real particular about
who can use it and who can’t. But, if the stars align and the moon’s in the correct phase, the road
will reveal itself, stretching north across the endless rolling fields of America’s heartland. Let’s make
one thing perfectly clear: under no circumstances should you ever follow this road. You won’t like
where it leads you...Liam certainly didn’t.
Liam McAllister was your typical white kid from the suburbs of Portland, Oregon. He was a shy,
stick-figure of a man in his mid-twenties; a degree in Software Engineering on his wall and job
prospects on his horizon. He dressed like an electronic store employee, drove a Prius, and called his
mom every Sunday after brunch. He certainly wasn’t the kind of man you expect to find wandering
around the back roads of the American Great Plains – a land under the occupation of brawny men
in trucker caps, who drove trucks the size of tanks and never went to bed without the company of
either a woman or a hunting rifle.”
The woman pauses to takes another drag from her cigarette.
“The child of a single mother, Liam had never been much of a social butterfly. He rarely spoke
when he was a teenager, but started to loosen up towards the end of college. One night, he was
sitting alone in the corner booth of a bar called the Neon Lighthouse – don’t bother Googling it, the
place shut down last year after it was discovered a group of cannibals were attempting to contact
Satan in the basement – when he was approached by a woman with sliver eyes. Her name was Luna.
She’s the reason Liam was lost in the middle of nowhere.”
The woman crushes the last embers of her cigarette out against the bottom of her combat boot.
“Both her parents were ghosts, by the way. Luna had grown up in a graveyard and her first
words were ‘Boo!’. Mr. and Mrs. John and Jane Doe did their best to raise their daughter right, but
nobody’s parents are perfect – especially if they’re dead. Like most teenagers, Luna developed a
rebellious streak. In high school, she acquired an ‘unsavory’ reputation, similar to Emma Stone’s
character in the film Easy A, minus the gift cards to Subway. Luna wanted – no – needed something;
the one thing her parents had never been able to give her. It was this need that brought Luna and
Liam together...and then later, broke them apart.
They dated for six months. Their relationship was built on little and fell apart quickly. Liam was
attracted to Luna because she was everything he wasn’t. She was delightfully quirky and her
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parentage gave her an air of mystery. She made him feel special; that even a socially awkward dork
like him could score a woman as beautiful and exciting as Luna Doe.”
The woman pauses to scratch her nose.
“Liam’s mother didn’t particularly care for Luna all that much, in case you were wondering. She
thought the girl was nothing but trouble. Then again, she didn’t think anyone was good enough for
her little Liam. As for Mr. and Mrs. Doe, they were just happy to see their daughter finally dating
someone with a stable job and noticeable lack of prior arrests on his record.”
The woman steps off the porch of the general store and walks across the gravel parking lot
towards the highway, her hands shoved inside her pockets; still speaking.
“To Luna, Liam was just another warm body. Someone to hold her whenever she was cold. She
thought he was nice, but also kind of needy. If she didn’t make him feel a certain way about himself,
the warmth she so desperately craved would be doused in the cold gloom of insecurity. They started
bickering over small, inconsequential things like where to go for dinner, or what to watch on Netflix.
These little arguments would eventually snowball into full-scale fights, one of which resulted in Liam
losing the security deposit on his apartment when Luna punched a hole through his wall.
Afterwards, they would separate for a few days, then show up on the others doorstep, seeking
forgiveness. They would reconcile, then spend the night locked in the throes of passionate make-up
sex that shook the walls and pissed off the neighbors who, like Mrs. McAllister, were overjoyed
when their relationship finally ended.”
A semi-truck barrels past the woman. The wind whips strands of her dark hair across her face.
“I bet you’re wondering what this has to do with the road I mentioned earlier? Be patient, we’ll
get there when Liam does.”
The woman looks right, then left, then crosses the now deserted street.
“When Luna finally left, she took a piece of Liam with her. He wanted it back. He discovered
she had used his laptop to purchase a business class ticket aboard the LZ 138 Chrysalis, bound for
nowhere in particular. He jumped in his Prius and drove as fast as he could to the airfield, but
arrived too late. Liam was forced to watch the dirigible take off and disappear into the night. But
Liam was determined to retrieve what Luna had stolen.
For three days, he chased the Chrysalis across the country, stopping only when he needed to eat
or sleep for a few hours, stretched out in the tiny front seat of his Prius. He followed its erratic flight
path from the potato fields of Iowa to a mysterious floating island in the middle of the Grand
Canyon. As he drove, Liam fantasized about storming the airship the moment it landed and
confronting Luna. He imagined her shocked expression as he took back what was his, ignoring her
pleas for forgiveness as he walked away without looking back. It was those thoughts that kept him
going during those long, lonely hours on the road.”
The woman stops in front of a fenced off prairie and gazes out at the endless expanse of tall
grass.
“Liam lost track of the Chrysalis in Colorado, after failing to intercept the vessel when it flew
over Pikes Peak. The ship had flow so close to the summit that the tourists he spoke to swore they
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could see the faces of the passengers staring down at them through the teardrop-shaped windows.
By the time Liam arrived, the dirigible had already disappeared behind the clouds once more. Forced
to rely on guesswork, he decided to head north towards Wyoming. He stopped frequently to ask
anyone he encountered if they had seen a cherry soda red dirigible recently, becoming increasingly
frustrated with the lack of results. Eventually, however, he heard a rumor from a McDonald’s
employee in Irrelevancy, Wyoming, that the Chrysalis had been spotted by an amateur meteorologist
entering Nebraska. Liam ran out of the building and drove non-stop until he crossed the state line,
where he was immediately pulled over by the state police for speeding. The officer’s name was Craig
– a nice fellow with a goofy mustache. Officer Craig was sympathetic to the young man’s plight and
told Liam a secret. I won’t tell you what it was, only that it led Liam right to the Chrysalis.”
The woman pulls out another cigarette and lights it, clearly relishing the moment of respite.
Then, without looking at the camera, addresses the audience.
“We don’t have to keep going. You’re not Liam. Nothing has been stolen from you except your
time. I can promise you right now, this story doesn’t have a happy ending.”
The woman takes another drag off her cigarette and exhales. The screen cuts to black as the
video ends.
Up Next

chrysalis_partII.mp4
►
Cancel?
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NASTURTIUMS
Ian Summers
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The Fire on Main
Evan Cozad
Everyone is staring at the fire that is burning in the street. No one knows who started it, no one will
admit anything at least. The most peculiar thing is it is just burning. Without any wood or fuel or
substance to keep it going. Just flames atop asphalt. Jeffery tries to spray it with his hose, but the
flames only grow larger as he does. Martha, the oldest resident of this street, watches. Even she has
never seen anything like this. The police show up on the second day of the fire’s burning. They only
agitate the fire; a gun gets fired once. The flames continue to burn. And burn. Soon people grow
tired and forget. They let the fire burn. It becomes a staple of the neighborhood, but nobody ever
mentions it.
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THE CARNAL MATERIAL
Jessica Mann
Wrath will always choose
the ancient road.
A canted dream of
ponies painted
black.
Always
Always

running.
the hungered hand,
riding the plain
towards perdition.
Gossamer bodies compressed
like glass. Prostrate to the mouth
of avarice, bleeding; sharply sweeping
the forgotten cracks. Sheol and her
shadow packed
stacks.
Bones
We are
Yet now

ground and groaning:
here.
we are not.
A conquest without remorse
for how the arrows bind thee.
A sloppy epitaph left
unspoken.
The end
of a man’s
understanding.
The beginning
of his disease
to own.
Figures in Purgatory by Ian Summers
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FIGURES IN PURGATORY
Ian Summers

Ian
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Frying Up Formaldehyde Brains
Emma Steele
After my grandfather died, my aunt drank
so much vodka that when they cremated
her body, the smoke turned into acid rain.
The rest of us went on living with mottled burnt skin
and a one-eyed blindness that drained
through the socket and eroded
through the back of the skull.
Sometimes when I’ve had too much wine,
I look at my hands and wonder how it is
I’ve gotten so old. I’ve started to wrinkle
at the places where my fingers bleed
into each other, and I’m not sure if it’s the booze
or the brittleness of being, but I am growing
more afraid by the day. My grandmother tells me
that I am not old. To her, I am still
barely twenty, in college, and in love
with a man that decided to rape me.
She tells me that I’ve lost weight, but I’ve gained
back five pounds over the past few months.
Then she asks me to play the piano though, to my father’s
lament, these hands haven’t touched the balanced keys
in years. I stumble through a fugue
I once played when I was young, and she claps,
drilling her hands into my forehead. They dissolve,
bleed through my eyes, and rain out the back of my skull.
My grandmother picks me flowers from her front yard—
marigolds, my grandfather’s favorite—
and they wilt when I don’t remember
to put them in water.
The other night a firefighter broke down
the door to my grandmother’s home,
a plume of hot sleepy exhaust billowing
through the window. When they got inside,
they could only find a pan of backcountry mushroom
brains on the stove, flameless, forgotten,
combusting without inferno, ablating into smoke.
The boys shook their heads and watched
the morels shrinking away from the gas fire heat,
frying and frying ‘til nothing was left
but grease on the bottom of the cast iron pan.
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A Prayer to The Holy
Janelle Hall
The bunk bed is made of wood, a warm honeyed oak slathered in varnish. The wood itself is sliced
into round-edged two-by-fours, smoothed by layers of sandpaper. Held together with too many
bolts, the person who made it did not trust their ability to hold. He did hold me. He held me often. But the
grip was tight, I had to move so as not to be crushed under the weight of it. In this bed, I have finally escaped to
after childhood, lonely after they told me the psychosis I was experiencing was a result of my
demons, I fold my body closely into itself, trying to unlearn my hatred of it, trying to soothe my
skin, smoothing over the demons they said were too many to count.
The night folds in around me. My chest is heavy, breathing becomes labored. My mind crawls desperately across the
wilderness of time spread out before me. Insomnia. Since childhood I remember night rather than day. Dreams feel
more vivid than my waking hours.
Greet the demons. Hello. Emotions have been controlled. The demons are my emotions. Emotions of shame.
This bunk bed isn’t sturdy like the one I grew up in, a childhood built-in. Little prisons for the alone
were the selling point of that big, white, suburban rectangle, with its rust-streaked metal siding
sagging. Outside, the lawn is oily with midnight water, the reflections of passing cars sparking red
and yellow on the gem-tipped grass blades, bending collectively. The familiar erect cement wall
stands parallel to the house, then curves as it follows the road, the river. Together they meander,
until disrupted by footbridges and bank towers.
In my new escape, the dissociation feels like a correctly-spelled word that looks odd and out of
place. Are these letters jumbled? Holy words, translated Greek now leather-bound gold, speak to the
demons I was told made me love her. Symbols collapse, blending until they become unknowable.
Meaty parts removed, dissociation carves a recognizable gender, hung on splintered wood or laid out
on the chopping block for bodies that are not mine to comprehend. Transfixed.
I read the bible. It is Source. These words, I read into sentences, let them flick open petals turning upward into
paragraphs. But the paragraphs are unknowable as the change shape and color the more you look at them. This is my
feed. I am hungry, desperate to take hold of some form of truth at last. Something constant to hold on to. I sought it in
those pages, gold leafed edges, words stained blood on skin, a prophet.
I’ve let go of you before. I knew I couldn’t face them. I felt too deep a split in my identity that I chose versus the identity
that they pressed on me from a young age.
I will lay in bed, waiting for the siren of the next train to pass half a mile into the Midwest suburb. I
will hold my breath. Prone to wander. Leashed to the bunk bed. No moving from here. Paralysis. My
mind will dip down past the shimmering grass, drift over the footbridges, run toward the tracks. Oh,
to grace how great a debtor, daily I'm constrained to be.
I told Him, this god-man-stranger for whom I had grown into a full eighteen. I told Him, this god,
that He was in charge from here on out. I still trusted that there was some good in Him, that He was
more than weaponry, that He was still the answer, even with how they used Him against me. In that
moment, already, I felt the weight of the demands He made of me.
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The handing-over again was unceremonious. I understood it as a moment in which I was splintered,
but this was not abnormal for me. I was there, then here. Subconscious splitting: spirit, chemical, id,
and ego. Dissociative. Complete. I have belonged to all but me. Again I belonged to Him. For His
giving. The betrayal happened the moment hanging between the there and the here. In handing over
to Him, He delivered me to the familiar demons, the ones from which I had been running in place. I
can’t scream with an open mouth. I can’t run with feet thudding gravel, thighs heavy from the
backward tension. I can’t stop reliving the memories of her eyes, her eyes as I was exorcised, can’t
forget the way they shivered back and forth as she moaned.
I feel drawn back into the terror of those moments, and those moments, and back again. Laying in
my bunk bed, my body feeling the weight of my demons in thousands. The demons with which they
told me I was pierced and filled. My mother. My father. My doctor. My mentor. My boss. My pastor.
My best friends. The Holy in her sunroom surrounded by shady oak trees. There was not a single
person in my life to tell me the truth of my demons: that they were soft. There was no one in my life
to tell me that kissing her lips, soft, would make my demons swell like an orchestra with the sweetest
melodies. That her lips on mine was not a sin.
They handed me over, from her, to the brother older to me. As Mother and Dad and a long string
of tall, white, shoulder-padded preachers, bit down on me with their pearly teeth, I attempted to
distinguish what is false, to unearth my boogeyman, his yellowed bones in the closet spoke to me in
whispered fallings-apart. Set up with my demons in a room, I peeled my eyes so they only see the
reeling in, made myself a private spectacle for them to watch in slowly spooling cinematics. I cast
pearls before projector screens, again and again, as they reel me in. Watch the moment I fall. Then
watch the next. Watch the last of the marrow drip out, the moment my breath, recycled, sucks back
into my lungs. Frame by frame. Witness each demon-friend scream as she pulled them from me.
Relive.
SOMEONE WAS SPEAKING TO ME. I KNOW.
BUT ALSO I JUST REALIZED I’VE BEEN CRAZY FOR A YEAR.
I DON’T KNOW WHERE I HAVE BEEN. I FORGET MY NAME.
My name is Legion, for we are many.
My shelled-out skin shakes. Heaviness pulls me up into where the air thins and incomplete breathing
shrinks the lungs. Pass over the Ebenezer, taken from its people, burn the tongue with bitter acid,
keep me warm and free with breath full of icy air like mountainous sands. Fill my lungs, grey and
dry, dry enough to shatter apart. Attempt to return to a body that has not existed in eighteen years.
Spiritual minds will interpret what they may of my fallings apart. The will drink me like milk
imagining me all calcium, motherly. I am dust ground fine, my flesh removed and tanned in
hallucinogenic UV rays, bones charred until my essence becomes dry. Dry bones can’t speak. Can’t
speak for themselves. Can’t call out what they know. Can’t call out what they saw at the
unceremonious hollowing of my pupils. At each spooling frame, another of my pearly eggs dies in
an ovary, or grows tumors, benign gardens out the window, without the spark.
The last thing I had remembered was my mother’s newly-remodeled shower. Me on the floor.
Sobbing. Screaming god please, just help me. Dry dust falling, hitting the just-polished floor.
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Staining invisible. And her screaming over me, slamming her fists on the unlocked bathroom door.
Just shut up. Please god just stop.
And then I stopped. When I confessed my lips had touched hers, fingers intertwined, I went blank
and stayed blank as they pulled the demons from me. I stopped feeling, seeing, speaking even as I
moved out of that house, to the new bunk bed, to my new solace, after my angels turned dark, after
my demons were pulled out of me one by one and thrown over the cliff. I moved from the
preordained bathroom boxed and factory-shipped. Like giving a sea shell to a hermit crab to slide
into, the room was installed. Yet somehow I slid out.
In the giving, the hollowing, I am an embodied lie. Or many disembodied truths. Circling. Ready to
catch fire, be thrown out. Film cycles back around a metal cylinder, making flames enough to burn
down a building. To ruin your date. Always a willing sacrifice, bone, falling out of a film booth
window. Save them all before I split time, traveling back to melt myself into my bed, that first night
my childhood demons, climbed over my hollow frame. Removing each bolt slowly. Poured out for
all the world to imagine to be something else. Warm. Red. Open. I am no longer mine.
Patriarch or matriarch. Both could conjure a reason to blame me for the fire in my stomach. Blame
me, before someone else—no not “someone else,” my brother— could pin down the demons and
play with them on top of me. Possessed. Disembodied. My demons and I, we are in this together
now. Menarche. Dark bloody splotches scrawled swirls onto the taught surface of the toilet water.
Oil and red ink. Writing what will become of me. I thought I was pregnant.
White cotton blinds cover the lower parts of the window. Clothed then in the blood washed linen. Soaked
in oil only when the paralysis disrupts my sleep. They let me know they are here to claim me again. I
relive the story they made of me.
To speak with the meat chopped off.
Or to speak the meat.
Flesh.
Or bone.
Either way, my body. Severed.
No matter how you arrange the pieces,
They now lack sentience
Burn red to brown,
& char.
Some like the way it tastes, like the brother next oldest to me.
Taking and tasting
Some like to spread it thick over their doorposts. To keep something holy and painful at bay.
My body cannot understand how kissing my girlfriend would provoke demons to rise in me, but my
brother on top of me was acceptable. This vile past slips back into my memory as I lay still in my
bunk bed.
I am that holy. Muzzled in a bunk bed until I was eighteen. Waiting. Wandering with my demons.
Who is to say what has been in the past? It is unknowable. Edit the tape, tamper with the evidence.
Make the present what you want it to be by disarming the past of its truths. The past is bound and
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gagged by whatever we will make it out to be. There is no past. There is no conversion therapy for
the rapist. Only for the condemned. Then there will be no past. They have reached their calling, in
the handing over. A hollowed body that deserves the exorcist. She, the Holy.
Sitting in a sunroom surrounded by woods, not different from the woods where my body had been
shattered apart, I dissociated. All clocks stopped; all the phone screens glitched, streaking blue and
invisible. Made to stop. My rebuke fills unnumbered hours.
The Holy, shrouded in mystery, able to see the unknown, leads me down a hallway to a room of
paradox. Full of sun, windows grafted into drywall. The sunroom was not much newer than the
house itself. Innocent trees, trees with a knowledge of a time before the encroaching suburb hedged
in the addition, are my only witnesses. Silent, a signal of pain, we understand something intimate of
one another, something biblical. Our armor stretches as our guts and blood and bark attempt to
change with the bidding of the Holy.
The Holy sits in a wicker chair. Smiling, hands folded in lap. Preparing to tell me the ways I must be
cut apart.
The Holy small-talks my mother. Speaks of weather. Speaks in ordinary terms of the obsolescence
they are building together, the obliteration of my body, my spirit, their separation. The Holy tells my
mother of the strands of souls she has thrown on the wheel, spun soft, returned to relevancy. How
she grinds the powder of their remains, mixes in liquid, begins again. Utterly unrecognizable
demons. She remembers each one by name. Like strands of hair on my head. She knows each one.
She turns dust, my spirits, into a pearly necklace. A new truth exists without me, pierced through,
lined up identical. The Holy knows what I will become; she knows what she will make of this body
that was never mine.
Forcibly, she convulses. Possession. I confess. I don’t know what I am.
Only that I am disgusting.
Only that something inherent about me is broken. I need a cure.
Day after day, the Holy lined up my pearls, and the vile perverseness that was in me kept pouring
out. I am split apart again. I am deep in the tombs, hands and feet chained. The only voice the
village hears echoes against the stalactites, grotto dripping with all the ways I sinned. My vocal cords
stretch. Seeking. Asking. Yearning. Screaming.
Quietly I sat, my brother standing over me. I sat down in a long, wood-paneled hallway. Banishment
to the solitude of a double bunk bed room. Solitude, except for him. I hear the air leaving his
mouth. Sighing. Air that fills the stagnant yearning with trembling fear. I don’t know what he was
thinking as breath left mouth. It is a secret code I was born to crack, but I cannot. I am the only
thing that cracks.
The Holy exits the boat to teach with animated hands, wielding power that created heavens and
earth. The girl in the cave! We can hear her shrill voice; we can hear her moan! Deliver her to her demons so that
naked she will become sane and ask for cloth to cover her shame. To cover her shame.
And I speak, stumbling, metallic and begging. “Why have you come to torment me?”
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I sit fettered in a home, a dream, my mother, the homemaker, solitude. I want to run my thumb on
that splintered bunk bed, watch the oil, red, drip down my thumb.
The sunroom is shrouded by fresh June leaves, shimmering. Their light and shadow reflect on my
skin, oscillating between yellow and dullness. The fluctuation pierces my skin, my hunger, my need.
Armor of trees stretching with me. Empty.
The Holy asks my name.
Legiōn onoma moi hoti polloi esmen.
Words black, leather bound, gold leaf. Shimmering darkness.
My name is Legion, for we are many.
These demons have been my only companions, have offered me comfort even as I remember my
assaults, even as I remember the Holy. Coming out should never be a confession.
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ASHLEY 1
Hannah Kirk
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All is bright and dead,
liminal.
No breath, hold. hold.
Spend time walled up.
Home, frost creeps
under the threshold
of the red front door.
Every inhale dries;
each exhale draws tears.
The corn fields are stubble,
roots left frozen in ground
work quiet beneath the surface
for the dry year ahead.
Home, a week,
Every day I thirst.
The wellhead froze at -30
like it does when you let it.

Liminal
Danielle Billing
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KEEP IT MOVING
Chelsea Bihlmeyer
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Amanita Muscaria
Ary Sakri
Under the evergreen
frozen soil,
waves an anonymous hand at the expectant child
to rise and become one with the dead Earth.
Acquiescing to polar latitudes and the never-ending electric blanket of night,
she does not know the pain in the journey, or that there is no escaping December.
Taking advice from the caterpillar, and lured into molestation of the singular soul, the small princess
divides her weight by power of the chrysalis and is able to glide through waking wanderings with
transcendent view not held down by sacral belay.
ButterFly?
It was the best butter (which still cannot satiate the pocket watch of the unsane).

Beyond the Siberian celebration and Sammi serpentine,
she is the queen of a land more northerly,
who severs the heads of desperate subjects,
and cheats her way to subjective aptitude.
The monarch
who realizes (there is no such thing) that there is no waking up from this dream because there is no
waking up after the rapturous awakening which brings an end to all other awakenings, and all
awakenings thereafter are, in comparison, un-awakenings.
Who stands at trial a mile high but cannot remember her time in the wood,
and seldom follows her own advice,
and eats only the carrion of her previous selves,
and drinks red paint And
calls it blood.
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Quiver
Chanelle Barnes
There’s a thorn in the paw
three years deep
Crow’s feet
in the thick of tea ground fortunes
Twirling, unfurling
Bird baths along the peaks of barren skin
Seeds so sown forest fires
burn beneath the core
We’ve invoked an artificial high and swore
the moon hadn’t spat into the looking glass again
I have a time bomb with your name all over it but
you’ve tucked and rolled so many times
you’re half way around the circle and back
Dropped off a dose of heartbreak when I wasn’t home
and said “let’s be friends”
But honey, I’m not trying to fit in
Merely walk the perimeters of a safety platoon
Perhaps lasso the moment and call it Victim
I’ve heard it all before, but never like this
There’s a certain pitch
in the fiddle’s bow
A quivering that loosens the thorn
So I let ‘em get a fix
A hit or miss
Let’s throw the evidence towards the setting sun
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Almond Milk & Brown Sugar (The Poem That Could Get Me Fired)
Allie Stieber
A regular
commented
that we all looked like we were having a good time
laughing over our headsets.
Yes, we have fun.
I giggle at words
and phrases
that once made me gasp.
Our customers, hear us giggle and howl
at our own,
creative,
memorable,
Threats
Of
Suicide.
We joke
about
throwing ourselves out of the drive through window.
begging cars to splay our
desperation
in a way
that we cannot recover,
because if we recover
we will have to be the ones who clean
our desperation,
our humanity,
from the pavement,
so we don’t impede on your dear automobiles feet.
Killing ourselves to work enough hours
so we can qualify
for health insurance,
rent,
groceries,
the bleak linings of a social life.
Haha.
How easily you join
and inspire
our pathetic
dying giggles.
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He made me repeat what I must put in his coffee.
“Do you know what I get?”
“Of course.”
“What do I get?”
“Almond milk and brown sugar.”
I bend to grasp his almond milk,
and I feel his eyes
go up and down
my glutes,
legs,
Achilles heel,
and back again.
And I hear him say,
“And a little bit of Miss Allie.”
I laugh out of fear
and say no.
But everything about my societal position
screams yes,
because the customer is always right.
And I mourn
this lament
as I think of the young girls and boys like me
who must bend,
pour,
grind,
steep,
for
men and women,
who, after hearing us say yes all day in uniform,
assume they’ve misheard,
when we, in
our
clothes,
say
“No.”
Surely they’ve misheard.
Because we have taught
and been taught
that the customer is always right.
And when my
blood rushes up,
I can only assume his rushes down.
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And I feel scared,
I feel dirty,
I feel ashamed.
I remember a time
when I was younger,
and unafraid
to go outside and run and play.
I long to feel
as I once did,
when I was
unseen
In this way,
“But this is the age!”
My 20s or the 2000s?
To bow to the All Mighty Dollar,
to degrade a human’s worth
for Moloch’s stomach.
I wish I truly was transcendent
so I could float
above
this cruelty,
this disgracefulness,
this ignorance,
this temporary physical plan that demands my
degradation.
Hi, welcome to a symptom
of our nations aliments.
A land of green aprons,
“My pleasures,”
and
“I’m sorry I’m an inconvenience.”
Our net has caught me,
out of my intended waters,
and has left me gasping inside,
a sirens eye.
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My Primordial Stem Cells Revolt
Emma Steele
A single baby boy,
miscarried by my mother
in a family of all women.
The husbands are fixtures
for producing more of us.
A single baby boy,
miscarried by my mother,
and a single baby girl,
born to my sister
from a man of a family of boys.
She carries the father’s name,
the father’s cheeks,
the mother—all of her,
and the single baby boy,
miscarried.
There is no grave.
There is only us: the mothers,
the daughters, the sweet baby girls.
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BEFORE I DRIFT AWAY
Kara Doak
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Spirit as the Tide
Jenna M. Miller
Give me a cottage, thatching over stone;
a wooden frame with woolen sheets;
an armchair by a hearth.
Plant it like a rock on a rolling green field
where the wind bears the scent of the sea.
I’ll wear a starlit path from threshold to sandy bed.
Long summer nights I’ll stand under the moon
letting the water steal sand from under my feet.
The tide laps in, then washes out, in timeless ebb and flow.
Always moving, though never rushing.
Steady come, steady go.
The sea knows its purpose and is strong.
But that my own mind was so clear as the water;
that my soul would take up the fluid rhythm;
move in unison with itself, making its power one.
My spirit is like a river, rushing onward,
forming a hundred diverging tributaries
each with a trickling fraction
of the river’s whole force.
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Language Acquisition
Izak Lewandowski
The change began
as a continuation of something started
long ago. I looked down to watch my thumb transform
simply into “the.” Three weeks later,
finding the discarded words
has never been so easy. They’re multiplying;
filling my limbs with strange syllables. Whose “like” is this?
Certainly not mine; I’ve left similes behind,
though they keep following me home like lost
hamsters, searching for a new wheel to spin,
trying to turn a brain more “mine” than “mind”
into “mud” and “minefield.”
How often now have I looked at “the” and wondered
how much more useful “thumb” might be?
I don’t miss “arm,” because
“are” serves me better, though passivity
is a problem. I’ve begun twisting
my own ankles to avoid
pushpin puncture wounds.
I still step on six or seven a week,
drive their points into my sole,
recalling with each stab the reasons
they were discarded, taking their
worthless, cliché, awkward words with them.
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FEELINGS
Chelsea Bihlmeyer
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The Antler Medicine
Sharon Kim
“Leaves. On the tree. When the last one falls, I must go too.”
“Look out the window, dear, at last on the wall.
Didn’t you wonder why it never moved when
the wind was blowing? OH, my dear, it is Behrman’s
great masterpiece-he painted it there the night that the
last leaf fell.”
--The Last Leaf by O. Henry
Dear Little Sis, was cut by shaver.
It was blood and bleed down the toilet sit.
It never stops ‘till we ran to hospital.
The linger needle wasn’t a pinch
when I heard her cry.
The hospital chair was stiff.
The bed was hard.
The patient’s cloth was comfy,
every morning was fun it seems
like a big, giant playground.
I was bright unlike my little sis.
My Little Sis eats watery porridge.
I ordered fried chicken when she was asleep.
We give one wing to a bald girl’s dad.
His unshaved face burst cry without a shame.
Bald Girl foot is smaller than her dad’s hand.
The nurse and doc greet me like a sick one.
But I am not one of them.
I am strong as steel.
The auto door with a red sign seems nice.
I can’t reach that auto door button.
Just each nurse gets in there.
Is it a girl or boy or nobody.
I guess Nobody is sick too.
My Granny said sick ones need vitamins.
so, my Little Sis, Bald Girl, and Nobody need vitamins.
my Granny said antler medicine is good.
Poor Rudolph’s horn will be shaved for that medicine.
The antler medicine seems bitter and muddy.
But my Little Sis had one each day and a pointy needle too.
After Christmas, my Little Sis was okay but
Bald Girl and Nobody weren’t.
The Nobody’s auto door was opened with an emptiness.
The Bald Girl and Nobody need one or two or three sips
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of that medicine.
That antler medicine.
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A CITY SCENE
Ian Summers
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An Election Day
Jonathan Winters
In the distance, a train horn blew. Dennis Elmore’s eyes stayed on the television as his
mouth opened toward the kitchen behind him.
“The trains a-coming.”
Loretta, stooped and drying a plate with a dishrag, softly tromped into the living room, its
faux wood-paneling sucking in the dusk drifting through Venetian blinds and white muslin curtains.
She stood beside Dennis.
“What was that?”
His head shifted upward. His lean body was sprawled over the La-Z-Boy’s plush terrain.
“I said the trains a-coming.”
“Oh? I ain’t felt it yet.”
“Well, I a-hear it. I still hear better than you do.”
“I know you do. You say that every time you hear something I don’t.”
“Well you used to feel it sooner before.”
Dennis rolled his head back to see the television.
“I don’t know, Denny, I wasn’t paying attention.”
Fox 59 News neared the end of its second hour. Dennis smacked his lips.
“That’s all I have to say.”
Loretta cocked her head while knitting her eyebrows, wincing and scoffing with surprise to
Dennis’ jabs the same way untold times over their marriage’s decades. Her tone was high in
complaint.
“Well!”
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She glanced at a flash of changing color shifting on the television screen. Her jaw tensed
and her tone lowered to a seriousness yet defensible as jest.
“That’s not all I have to say.”
The horn of the train blew again, louder. Dennis glanced at Loretta, but looked at the
television when he spoke.
“That’s not all the train has to say, either.”
Dennis smiled tight-lipped. His eyes squinting from suppressing laughter at his own jester’s
routine, seen only by television’s news flash animation.
Loretta let the hand holding the plate swing at her side. She gripped the dishrag.
Dennis gripped the ends of the La-Z-Boy arm rests.
“Here we a-go, Trump’s going to win it.”
Loretta brought the dry plate and the rag up together.
“I don’t know, Denny. Jamie said Sammy’s voting for that woman. What’s her name.
Elizabeth Warren. Let me check Facebook.”
Loretta softly tromped into the kitchen. Dennis stayed to the television while speaking
toward the kitchen.
“Probably all of Jamie’s kids is voting for that Warren woman.”
Dennis smacked his lips.
“I wouldn’t be surprised one bit if John does. Ain’t see Charlie at all, so I don’t know about
him. I’m willing to bet John’ll vote for Bernie. Socialist that he is. Or was. I heard he’s plain batty
now. Jamie and that no-good husband of hers sure messed up them kids. She let them do anything
they wanted.”
Loretta’s voice arrived from the kitchen, amplifying as she walked into the living room.
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“It says here, this is Sammy saying this, ‘I urge everybody to vote for Elizabeth Warren. She
is much more than the most qualified candidate. She has a solid track record. She is the most
thoughtful leader of all the candidates. She admits her mistakes, and -’”
Dennis scoffed.
“We can’t have that.”
“Can’t have what?”
“I don’t want no president who is honest when he ought not be. We need someone who
can get their hands dirty. Like Trump.”
Loretta laughed in a scoff.
“Dirty? Filthy!”
Dennis slowly looked up at her. His skin was furrowed with age and hardship. His tone and
eyes were flat and serious.
“I’m only going to say this one time.”
Loretta glanced at the front door, next to the window in the living room.
“I sure can feel it now.”
The train horn blasted through the Elmores’ home. Their living room vibrated with the
pulse of the rails under the train’s energy, drowned in heaving locomotion. The Elmores looked up
to the ceiling, a gaze of prayer. Rarely did their gazes deviate over the decades. The living room, the
kitchen table, the bedroom, the bathtub.
A dull rhythm of rail vibrations remained.
“Loretta, remind me why you made us move here.”
“Oh, will you stop it.”
Loretta swung the dishrag toward Dennis, then pulled aside a muslin curtain and lifted a slat
of the Venetian blinds.
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“Looks like it’s the kids from across the tracks waiting for the train.”
“They driving?”
“I said they was waiting for the train, didn’t I?”
“They could be on foot.”
Her tone was high in regular expectation.
“Looks like they’re smoking something. A pipe.”
Dennis smiled and patted the ends of the La-Z-Boy arm rests.
“You can put that in your pipe and smoke it.”
Loretta looked back. Dennis pointed at the screen.
“Our old boy Trump did it again.”
Loretta’s tone was high and loud in regular surprise.
“He did?”
Dennis grinned with eyes of mischief looking to Loretta. He pointed to the window.
“Can you get a picture of them kids out there and we’ll send it to the cops. Quick, before
they run off.”
Dennis grabbed the telephone on the nightstand next to him.
“I’ll call the police with this phone, and you take pictures with your phone for proof.”
Loretta squinted and sucked in her lower lip. Her tone was high for complaining.
“I don’t want to get nobody in trouble.”
Her hands were at her sides. He pointed at the phone in her hand.
“What are you waiting for, honey? I know you can take pictures with that thing. I’ve seen
you take videos of the grandkids with it. You could put it to real good use and get those hoodlums
off the streets.”
Her face was a stuck question. She limply held up the mobile.
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“I don’t want to get nobody in trouble.”
Dennis poked an index finger at her.
“Now you listen hear. Those hoodlums out there, if they ain’t already voted for Elizabeth
Warren, or some other socialist hell-bent on destroying America, they will the next chance they get.
I’m going to call the police in the off chance I can stop them voting in the next election.”
Loretta nodded a little, a sparkle of anxiety in her eyes. Her tone was high to lighten things
up.
“Now you’re just kidding.”
“No, honey, I’m not. We need as many of those hoodlums out of the race as possible.”
Loretta’s laughed a scoff. She looked toward the kitchen.
“If you want to, you can, but I’m not having no part of it.”
She glanced at Denny and held up the mobile.
“If you even know how to work this thing.”
Dennis’ jaw tensed as he shot a glance at the television, at her, then back to the television.
His words came with a jester’s seriousness.
“Well, I can if I have to.”
She softly tromped toward the kitchen as the pulse of the train’s motion was forgotten in the
Elmores’ home.
“You do that.”
Dennis frowned. His eyes hardened.
“I will.”
From the kitchen, Loretta spoke.
“What do you want for a snack?”
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Dennis noticed the kitchen light shining dimly into the dark living room. He looked at the
television screen, his fingers kneading the La-Z-Boy’s armrests. His tone betrayed a curious
combination of thanks and irritation.
“I don’t know, what are you making?”
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SPARE
Ted Doak
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Desire Number One
Payton Ray
Like ripples in a pond
or waves in the ocean.
Like divots in the sand
and tips of mountains.
As sharp as carved spears,
admired like fine China.
There is no cushion left
to seat us.
There is only the need to
be like sheets,
thin as sheets.
Transparent and light,
everything in between.
Collars flaunting pools
to fill up with your treats,
because we don't need them.
We have our own way to feel alive.
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Tempest in My Room
Evan Cozad
Lights flash outside my window, and blue razor blades flash inside. Storms are circling the town,
cows are being thrown everywhere. Still, I can see, in this darkness, a light from something small,
tiny, reflective, metallic across the room. And I can feel the witches leaving their houses outside. I
don’t dare find out what the light is coming from, so I cower in the corner. If there was a mountain
in this town, I don’t think I’d ever climb it. I like the way my feet sit on this altitude and want no
more or less. The sky strikes against itself again, and I’m yawning now from all my thoughts.
Darkness looms both inside and out. And I truly believe that surgery shouldn’t feel good and that
love shouldn’t hurt unless it’s supposed to.
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ASHLEY 2
Hannah Kirk
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After Jack
Ricki Cummings
for Tony, and for Danielle, by turns
I have boobs now is the first thing
out of my mouth
when I meet people after two years.
I only barely manage to avoid
talking about radium girls
and phossy jaw
over pizza. I troll
my friends group on Facebook
looking for partners
for making out, maybe more,
as my puzzle piece in
the four Fs of stress response
is Fuck.
Somewhere in the cocktail
of serotonin, dopamine,
and oxytocin, I can’t seem to locate—
-----Sometimes
I think about writing something
I’d call After Jack after Jack’s
After Lorca but Jack would be
much less cordial. We drank together,
Jack and I. I take to
it
like a starfish in water:
my stomach turns inside out
and I tear my partner apart,
searching for the soft inner flesh.
Bivalve and all.
----The first time I met a new relative
I explained the intricacies of
the waterless urinal. I’ve decided
that the purpose of the urinal
is to condone
men pissing on walls
because they won’t stop doing it.
This at least
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pretends
it’s civilized.
Turns out there’s just a funnel with
industrial grade bleach gel
and some fruit essences in it.
----I’ve decided to become a cam girl.
If anyone has any tips, let me know.
I demand cum tributes
and blinking dollar signs.
I know angles
and design,
and have a knack
for
wanting to take my clothes off.
If there’s a metaphor in this
my PayPal
is ricks_and_leeches@hotmail.com.
----Every evening around 5pm
I get what Stafford called
some slow, faint alarm.
The day he died
he wrote these words
from his mother:
You don’t have to
prove anything.
He said to my friend
the voice I hear in my head
is that of my mother.
The voice I hear is
dairy cattle and the incoherent
howl
of the train horn at night.
----I say I need a queer commune
and you start suggesting people.
You say we can collect them like Pokémon.
I say it’s a terrible idea and you
ask Is it really though?
I can’t handle money,
because I’ve lost all executive function,
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I pay bills in my mind
but not on paper,
and so this collection of sex and bodies
has merit, but I’d rather
eat
than earn,
and my contributions
are only words and other
linguistics.
----I can’t help but notice now
how when I’m reading,
poetry especially,
I can barely keep my eyes
on the page, how my brain
starts feeling like a slipping clutch,
how the words stick behind my breast
and burrow their heads in
like ticks eager for the meager calories.
Each line sucks away my attention,
and I have to rest for weeks between
offerings. Morgan says once—
not to me, but to the parasites—
this body is not yours to buffet.
----I stand outside the venue
checking my phone repeatedly
to make sure I’m at the right place
while looking directly at the sign.
Surely this means something.
37 and afraid to go places alone.
I somehow gravitate to a spot on the floor
with another trans girl. Not
that she could tell; my
stubble and boyfat
betray my bralette.
The singer radiates and twerks.
She looks directly at me during
the innuendo chorus,
and we smile at each other,
tongues between teeth,
knowing the boys are going mad.
----52

My father yelled at me
so much I threw up.
I had my first girlfriend
and he wanted me to know
while he was drunk and full
of knowledge of things:
that he knew her
and knew her father
and if I did anything,
if I fucked her,
he’d know. He knew everyone.
I was 13. It was after midnight
and he called me out of bed
specifically for this.
I said I have to throw up
and he said not until I say.
----On an internet forum, I type
to another confused girl,
my headaches and personality
both much improved
with transition,
but my depression morphed
into anxiety
and that’s pretty uncool!
I’m about 14 months
on what the kids call
tittie skittles
and now everything worries me.
Saying the wrong thing the wrong way, for example,
has moved beyond my writing
and into its own being,
a Theosophic tulpa
created by the gnawing rawness
and walking around in the daylight,
pretending to be me,
a doppelganger precarious
on legs made of dysmorphia
and estradiol valerate.
----I get the urge to tell people
This is not who I am
that I’m actually far more funny,
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and happy, and cute,
but then there is the difference
between showing and telling.
All of these things that show,
they’re called tells
like in poker, and you’re trying
to convince the table
you’re holding pocket aces
or a pair of queens
and you actually have
nothing that resembles anything
face down,
not even cards anymore:
a jackrabbit and a cactus spine,
or a bowl of gelatin
and
a ticket to Cabaret.
----Originally I wasn’t setting out
to write aphorisms and anecdotes,
and still this picaresque appeared.
A personal mythology,
a curated authenticity, wherein
I become an oracle, in the grand
trans
tradition
like Tiresias.
Of ten parts a man enjoys one only.
Seven lives lived and
all I can manage is fragments.
Unknowable,
memory leaks through a hole
in gnostic code.
Spicer keeps calling back.
Calling from hills, from houses,
complaining about league realignment
and filling out forms, unmatched
signatures and furniture. I never pick up.
The machine tells me all this.
Jack, I want to say, I don’t understand,
either. Why don’t you—
----It is happening again:
a green center pales and the walls and valves of my heart dissolve,
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leaving four chambers
of blood
in my chest.
They call it a
cavity, where my heart
should be, but now
there is only blood.
This is cliché not because it is common, but because
it keeps happening to me.
[My friend Clint was so
thin you could touch
the bottom of his heart
below his ribcage—
unstruck, calm, always
present and aware.]
No one else wanted to touch it,
but I wanted to hold it,
guard it like a baby bird.
----I held your father’s hand
while you put his mother
into the ground.
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MIRROR 2
Rowan Tsiguloff
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Mess
Sharon Kim
Use 4d pencil and never give blurred line but give precise line and never push lead but the pencil
should be lightly touching the paper. Look at the object now and draw a line. The canvas should be
stretched and stapled. If the fabric is not tightened the canvas will be wasted. Be sure to be fast but
slow and accurate. Always start with the watery gesso and gesso need to get thinker. You will need
three-layer and change direction after gesso dried. Start with neutral brown and give value to the
paint. Change it to different brushes and change water multiple times to express clear brush strokes
to paint. Clean the brush after you finish painting; clean the palette before paints dry. Spray water to
paint every twenty minutes. Do not shake easel or you will drop your canvas to the ground and end
up pasting all dust on canvas. Be sure to decide your style even before you start and observe the
object; there are shadows; look! Be sure to consider, tint, where the light hit. Try different scales and
colors and calculate the time carefully. The sketch needs to be clean and sharp. For the figure,
drawing proportion is everything and remember the unity and harmony. I don’t want to see the
pinhead. Look at another people’s paint and get motivated or else you will never get anywhere. Be
competitive. Be sure to be unique and never listen to compliments and listen complain because only
negativity is right and you only need that; the bitter and hurtful comment that’s what you have to
listen. Believe that it’s not enough and be sure to practice sketching, never stop drawing and
painting; you are not talented; you are not talented enough because you’re not Salvador Dali or van
Gogh or Picasso. Even four years old could do better than that. Never get fulfilled with your art.
There is nothing new but look at the old thing with different perspectives with the pitiful senses
you’ve got; never trust yourself and always doubt your ability; If somebody’s work is better than
yours swallow the jealousy and never admit it because that is a complete failure. You better try more;
never ask why you draw or why you paint. Then you find yourself in front of a blank canvas without knowing
what to do. The teacher only cares for talented students and they only existed for them so if you
wanted to pretend to be talented try your best. The moment you make art, the competition starts. If
you want to hide how pathetic you are be sure to fill others' expectations. Perhaps it will help you to
paint more. The process is not important yet the result is what people remember. You have no
choice because this is all you’ve got and this is all you did. You better look down on people who are
not better than you. Because someday you will never remember why you start this. How you find joy
in art and how you end up here; how you loved this and this how you become an artist and get
deeper into to hole or cave. Giving up or avoiding will never help in this mannerism but finished it
and finish this painting; so, I am done. What do you want to call this? Oh, I forget to tell you that you
have to write the title, medium, and scales back of your canvas; the title should be artistic, hard, and
interpreted to different meanings so what’s the title for this painting? mess. Mess? yes.
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A Villanelle for Dark Days
Remy Fisher
Do not be afraid to wander in darkness;
for the light that is contrasted
at the end, it is worthy, nonetheless.
When black days suppress
and no mercy is granted,
Do not be afraid to wander in darkness.
Long live the fiery fluorescence
of dying, wilting sunsets found unencumbered
at the end. It is worthy, nonetheless.
Clouds will part and daybreak will contest
obscurity that is never empty-handed.
Do not be afraid to wander in darkness.
Clad in comfort of night, I possess
the glowing stars that still prevail, as demanded.
At the end, it is worthy, nonetheless.
Inevitable is the acquiescence
of time that trudges, disenchanted.
Do not be afraid to wander in darkness;
at the end, it is worthy, nonetheless.
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ENYA
Ian Stutsman
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Bakken
Danielle Billing
I left the year before the boom,
when our best export was young people.
My corner of the state now grows corn
and microchips. The grime on my dad’s hands
is the memory of the glacier’s recession.
I drive home on broken interstate—
crumbling infrastructure rattles my bones.
We bleed for the Bakken. The pumpjacks
match the rhythm in my temples.
Did I take my meds this morning?
My neurologist pointed out the spots
on my scans. Microvascular disease,
fracking pressure in my capillaries.
Tiny fissures press my skull apart;
the surrounding tissue collapses then dies.
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Indian Summer
Remy Fisher
Too warm for the end of September,
the sweat that rolls down my back
pricks memories of panic,
like being wide awake in a nightmare.
When the weight of the world falls worrisome,
and the clock has been punched to death,
the pines that line the trail await with open arms,
breaking through industrial doors into an Eden untouched.
Lake Sacarider:
the pool of reflection that I find myself
dreaming in, where fog lifts
the weight off my shoulders;
sunlight fading, cicadas meditating,
the light inside burns bright for a moment
in spite of ceaseless cloudy skies.
Bullfrogs hum on their harps
as lotus flowers turn in for the night
after days of sprouting through suffocating mud and clay
left their petals unscathed.
I’m left wondering how harmony can come so natural to some
why the tracks in my mind are predestined for a wasteland,
how they could’ve led me here in the first place.
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ELECTRIFYING SKY
Joby Ruch
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Wave. Release. Grit teeth. Repeat.
Push. Pull. Empty. Full.
Wave. Release. Grit teeth. Repeat.

Phoenix
Alyssa Knowlton

Wave. Release. Grit teeth.
Scream.
Our culture does not know how to grieve;
I watched myself die and didn’t know how to mourn.
The Ring of Fire was a portal to another world-my child passed through while I went up in
flames,
reborn.
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Roadkill
Izak Lewandowski
I’ve always wondered about the word “roadkill,”
the way it tumbles and trips off the tongue
like marshmallows rolling and falling
into the bonfire. The word splatters
itself across my mind, my page, drags
me down a dark drive into flashbacks and sad
scenes of strewn pieces,
fragmentary lines and words torn through pages
with my pencil.
Roadkill is pain, this viscera
spiderwebbed across the pavement as I try to parse
which parts are mine and which belong to something
I’d rather not identify at this time.
Keep your eyes between the white lines, even though
it won’t hold your own scattered parts together, can’t
reverse the slow-motion collision of your life, won’t
fix the airbags, will never undo what you did yourself.
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SCUM
Michael Collins
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I Woke Up Weeping
Danielle Billing
I guess I've been having nightmares;
I woke up weeping and didn't know why.
So I got up
drank some water
and crawled back between the sheets with drier eyes.
I drifted toward sleep again, wading into the shallows of semilucid images
I saw what caused me so much grief:
My dad in a loop
without form or relief he was not real.
He lacked dimension and form or thought of his own.
Love never existed, my memories
I've called him my rock my anchor, while in these murky waters
I've tried to keep myself afloat.
After all these years it turns out he is the boat.
You see I never learned to swim
and I'm terrified of water that goes too far past my chest.
I have two vivid memories of almost sinking to my death,
so an anchor is a strange metaphor for the man who gives me breath.
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A SUNDAY
Kara Doak
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φῶς
(phôs, approximately “light, showing [oneself/itself], speaking”)
Sarah Rusher
Today you called the light a syllable and I thought it should
be a longer one which sweeps over the valleys of our language.
You say, There is a word for that, and I know you mean love—
but what then of the dirt where we buried the field mouse?
The light touches there too. See the still small weeds, recalcitrant
and rising against earth's cold? They are like hands reaching.
Yes, I think they are the hands that come with need + its lack.
Today the light came and did not come. Today I opened
the curtains and saw the light, in straight lines, refract.
I tell you, Light is geometry, prism, love—the sharpsoft angles
and delineations, a warming clarity everywhere reaching.
This is not salvation. No, not salvation, you say, this is Light.
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UNTITLED
Hannah Kirk
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My Body: The Boarded-Up Grocery Store
Em Beard
Preserve the scarred lineage of forgiving
this old pill-burned stomach,
my retching over
the bed at five in the morning.
Staring at the coke-blue liquor spilling sky
barely lighter
than night,
can you forgive the traces of whisky dick
relearning to rise
inside me
slurred and forgettable?
My body, the boarded-up grocery store, has been exchanged for
Belmont Beverage, the Dollar General on Rudisill, and some payday loan place.
Like every other town I moved to in Indiana,
Fort Wayne is filled with gray buildings and
tattered town blocks,
this neighborhood watches homes
empty
section by segregation
scarred section. Where do all the people pour
their drinks
or children?
Another Belmont
Beverage erects itself
beside the new rescue mission both giving life
to the children of this city.
Oblivious plays inside the downtown YMCA while his father’s foot falls
unconscious, head
against the steering wheel.
The mother beside him, both their veins swimming.
I think the dad
is dead. Also, he hit my car.
An operator sends an annoyed ambulance
it’s just another overdose.
The Narcan shuttle back to earth, the cardboard sign not looked in the
eyes,
each neglected
the earth
the human.
Flowers concave under construction and the street voices long-sick for an iris to sit still. This city, a
boarded-up grocery store, a pseudo-cultured-bleeding body
where we easily walk over the pus.
Preserve the sacred lineage of forgiving
ourselves for ignoring the sores
on our own feet
or the wounded we walk around.
Reimagine a ritual in which we heal
our bodies by bandaging this city.
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